
LPs: Customer obsession, Invent and simplify, Dive deep, Bias for Action
KICKOFF PROMPT

I would like to tell you about a time I took over responsibility for integrating a compliance product after an org
change required consolidation of a new product within my portfolio.

SITUATION (AND TASK)

At the time, I was the Product Manager for Product X at Amazon a mobile image capture and classification
product for financial services. As part of the transition, I took over responsibility for executing a prioritized ML
feature that had gained stakeholder support. When I took over this product, I discovered two key issues:
1. The customers of Product X had strict compliance and data-handling requirements that would have required

significant effort to manage and encrypt their data in transit.
2. The prioritized feature had minimal opportunity to solve the customer’s primary pain point without introducing

operational issues for the customer.

The goal of the previous team was to solve a customer issue where x% of uploaded documents were received
unsigned, and the proposed solution was to build an ML solution that evaluated submitted documents for
signatures.

ACTION

In digging deeper into the root cause of unsigned documents, I began analyzing clickthrough rates across each user
touchpoint and running an analysis to identify patterns in drop-off points.

My analysis showed that when a document was uploaded, we were showing customers a success message before
asking for signatures. This user experience led customers to believe that they had completed the upload, and often
closed the application without signing. In addition, the time it took to complete the upload increased based on the
length of the document, which also led customers to drop off before uploading all documents.

With the root cause identified, I had 3 possible solutions:
1. Instead of a success message, show a “Continue” message to customers.
2. Ask customers to validate that they had signed the document before they began uploading.
3. Build the machine learning solution that had previously been prioritized

Given these options, I made the decision to go with option 2, primarily because it enabled us to increase the
signature submission rate, and also handle partial processing for customers who drop off when submitting
long-form documents, but had provided their signatures prior to upload.

RESULT

Haven made my trade-off, I created mock-ups to represent the new user flow, and began writing business
requirements and user stories to support the new development. In partnership with the engineering manager, I
presented the newly designed experience to stakeholders as well as the expected result of the implementation.

By making this tradeoff, I was able to successfully reduce the unsigned submissions rate by y%, and eliminate the
complexities of compliance requirements that would have been introduced by integrating the initially prioritized
machine learning solution.



LPs: Customer Obsession, Bias for Action
KICKOFF PROMPT

I’m going to tell you about a time when I streamlined product communication to ensure customer awareness of
upcoming product changes and improve trust in the business.

SITUATION (AND TASK)

After I joined Dunder Mifflin as a Product Marketer, I observed that when engaging with our customers about
product changes, we were using various unstandardized methods of communication across products and teams.
These various channels (mobile, email, etc) and style of communication had a significant impact on customer
satisfaction with our outreach, which often impacted their understanding of what was being communicated, as well
as its urgency.

To name a few, each customer communication could involve awareness about new features, pricing changes,
admin and back-end updates, and of course feature deprecations. Each of these changes has varying levels of
severity which were not provided to customers. For example, customers who see a pricing hike without adequate
communication may churn for a lack of trust in the business.

ACTION

To validate my assumptions, I created a Tableau dashboard to measure and visualize the relationship between the
number of communications customers receive, their response rate, and the corresponding changes in Net
Promoter Score (an indication of customer satisfaction), revenue and retention.

This analysis showed a strong relationship between customer churn for customers with 8+ Dunder Mifflin products
and the number of communications they received. Secondly, it also showed that NPS declined as customers
added more Dunder Mifflin products and received more communication.

RESULT

After reviewing my analysis with peers, I engaged some of our existing customers who had 8+ Dunder Mifflin
products but had not churned, to gather specific anecdotes that I could use to drive stakeholder buy-in, but also to
proactively identify other potential reasons for churn that my analysis may have missed. As a result of this work, I
was able to get stakeholder support to standardize communication and ensure that customer outreach across
teams and products were optimized to reduce negative customer experience. In addition, by bringing customers
into this process, I was able to establish a strong feedback loop in our communication with customers, which will
provide a signal to inform us of when we may unintentionally drift away in the future.


